PATTERN LANGUAGE FOR PLAVNIEKI NEIGHBOURHOOD

1. DISTRICT

- Schools & kindergartens
- Web of shopping
- Big-box shopping site

2. MICRO-RAYON

- Common

3. BLOCK

- Courtyards
- Gates
- Building corners
- New building site

4. BUILDING

- Front- and backyards
- Public shelter

- Centrality
  - Degree of publicness
  - Geometric pattern of roads
  - Attractors of pedestrian movement

- Maintenance
  - Degree of responsibility
  - Geometric pattern of city streets

- Defence and distance
  - Geometric pattern of address units

- Functional space
  - Geometric pattern of space in front of building units

- Perception of territoriality and performance of natural surveillance

- Big-box shopping site
- New building site
- Vacant land
PATTERN LANGUAGE FOR IMANTA NIEGHBOURHOOD

1. DISTRICT

2. MICRORAY-ON

3. BLOCK

4. BUILDING

VISION